Background: Using the standard venous reference for the evaluation of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) systems could possibly negatively affect measured CGM accuracy since CGM are generally calibrated with capillary glucose and venous and capillary glucose concentrations differ. We therefore aimed to quantify the effect of using capillary versus venous glucose reference samples on estimated accuracy in capillary calibrated CGM.
Good glycemic control is essential to prevent complications in patients with type 1 diabetes, 1-3 but a large proportion of these individuals have poor glycemic control and an excess risk of mortality. 4, 5 Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) uses a subcutaneous tissue sensor that provides an interstitial fluid glucose measurement every 1-5 minutes. Use of CGM has been associated with improvements in overall glycemic control [6] [7] [8] and may be important to avoid acute complications.
More accurate and reliable CGM data may help individuals improve their daily diabetes management. 9, 10 Only standardized and fair assessment of CGM can provide individuals and health care providers adequate information to select a CGM system that best fits the individuals' needs.
The accuracy of CGM is assessed by comparing CGM measurements with reference glucose measurements. CGM accuracy assessment outcomes may be negatively impacted if the chosen reference method produces systemically biased results or the reference method differs from the method used to calibrate the CGM device. Methods for assessing CGM accuracy differ substantially. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] In contrast to self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) accuracy assessment with split samples (ISO 15197), CGM cannot be assessed with reference measurements from the same sample since CGM measures interstitial fluid glucose and interstitial fluid is not readily available for sampling. Consequently reference glucose from a different body compartment (venous, capillary, arterial) is used for assessment of CGM accuracy. Venous reference glucose has become the standard reference in CGM accuracy studies since it allows frequent measurements on laboratory grade reference instruments over the duration of a prolonged clinic session. However in most study setups CGM were calibrated by capillary values as would be performed in daily life when using CGM. Thus besides CGM accuracy being assessed with a reference from a different body compartment than where it measures glucose, it is assessed with a reference from another body compartment than what is used for calibration (venous versus capillary). [13] [14] [15] The effect on measured CGM accuracy of using reference glucose from another body compartment than what is used for calibration is unknown. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] In a recent head-to-head study of 2 CGM systems, we drew both capillary and venous reference samples at the same time using the same laboratory method. 12 Results from this study and previous studies investigating relationships of glucose concentrations in capillary and venous whole blood indicated a significant difference between venous and capillary glucose concentration. 12, [20] [21] [22] The aim of the present study was to evaluate how the estimated accuracy of CGM differs when either venous (standard) or capillary glucose levels (equal body fluid as used for calibration) were used as the reference in a CGM system calibrated with capillary glucose concentrations.
Methods

Cohort
Data used in this study were previously presented. 12 In brief, a nonrandomized, unblinded, 4-to 6-day study was performed in patients with type 1 diabetes. The manufacturer of the CGM system was not involved in designing or carrying out the study and provided no study support in terms of CGM systems, sensors, salaries, or other costs. The purpose of the study was to compare the accuracy of a stand-alone CGM system (Dexcom G4 Platinum, DG4P; Dexcom, San Diego, CA) to that of the Guardian Real-Time CGM system (Enlite, Medtronic, Northridge, CA). The study was performed at the NU Hospital Group, consisting of 5 hospitals in the western part of Sweden.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria have previously been described in detail. 12 In brief, patients with type 1 diabetes age 18 to 75 years were included. Exclusion criteria were current pregnancy, cognitive dysfunction, other disease making CGM use difficult, continuous use of acetaminophen, or current use of CGM.
After an inclusion visit, sensors from both CGM systems were inserted in the abdominal region of each patient during an initial hospital visit. If sensor failure occurred before the third study day, the sensor was replaced. Patients visited the clinical research center (CRC) on 2 occasions (days 1-3 and 4-6) while wearing CGMs. They were allowed to eat their regular meals and inject insulin as usual, glucose change was not intentionally induced. Mealtime was not registered. Patient arrived before breakfast or after lunch. During each visit, 7 venous blood samples were obtained through an intravenous catheter, with a sampling interval of at least 15 minutes between specimens. At these 2 visits 3 capillary finger-stick blood glucose samples were obtained simultaneously (within 1 minute of each other) with venous samples. CGM glucose values were also recorded simultaneously with capillary and venous values and were registered every 5 minutes. Both venous and capillary samples were taken and measured by a HemoCue measurement system (Ängelholm, Sweden). Each reagent lot of the HemoCue system is calibrated by fresh patient samples using an absolute isotopedilution GC-MS measurement system. 23 The trueness of the HemoCue measurement system is therefore amongst the best of the measurement systems marked in Sweden, including large systems for University laboratories. Depending on glucose levels the intermediate imprecision (CV%) of the HemoCue measurement system is for capillary and venous samples is 1.4%-2.3%. The total analytical error is less than 6.5%. 24 Capillary glucose measured by HemoCue was used to calibrate both CGMs. Data from the CGM and HemoCue systems were recorded at each visit.
Procedures
The Dexcom G4 sensor has been shown to be more accurate than the Enlite sensor both in connection to insulin pump and stand-alone systems. 12, 16, 18 Therefore, to minimize the effect of random error on measured outcomes, data from the Dexcom G4 stand-alone system were used for analyses in the present study. Only venous glucose data samples with concurrent capillary and CGM data (maximally 1 minute between measurements) were used for analysis purposes (defined as the ITT population). Consequently, a maximum of 6 combined venous, capillary, and CGM samples were available per patient.
The predefined primary outcome was to evaluate whether the mean absolute relative difference (MARD) differed when either venous or capillary glucose samples were used as reference values in capillary calibrated CGM. We also compared the correlation coefficient between CGM values and capillary values to that between venous and CGM values. The correlation coefficient was computed for subjects with at least 4 measurements of capillary and venous glucose values together with CGM values. A subanalysis was performed to assess the effect of rate of change on MARD when using either venous or capillary glucose samples as reference values in capillary calibrated CGM. Furthermore rate of change at the time of calibration was registered. Rates of change were calculated based on the capillary glucose readings and was defined as the difference between current and previous (within 20 minutes) glucose sample, given as change in mg/dL/minute. 20 MARD was also estimated in 3 different glucose ranges: hypoglycemia (<4 mmol/L, <72 mg/dL), euglycemia (4-10 mmol/L, 72-180 mg/dL), and hyperglycemia (>10 mmol/L, >180 mg/dL). The various ranges were determined based on venous samples. The correlation coefficient was not computed in the 3 different glucose ranges, since no subject had more than 3 observations of capillary and venous glucose together with CGM values in hypoglycemic and hyperglycemic ranges. In hypoglycemia, the mean absolute difference (MAD) using capillary and venous reference was also computed as a complement to MARD. Within the same glucose ranges we estimated whether capillary differed from venous glucose levels as well as the overall difference between venous and capillary glucose levels in the cohort. The distribution of the difference between capillary and venous reference glucose values was calculated over the glycemic range and presented in a Bland-Altman plot, The MARD of the Dexcom G4 was also analyzed in relation to venous and capillary values as a continuous function of the glucose level.
The study was approved by the internal review board at the NU-Hospital Group, Trollhättan, Sweden.
Statistics
The primary effectiveness hypothesis to be tested was: . :
Univariate analyses were performed for descriptive statistics of evaluated variables. All comparisons were conducted at an α = .05 level of significance using 2-tailed tests. For descriptive purposes, means with standard deviations (SDs) and medians with minimum and maximum values are presented for continuous variables; numbers with percentages are presented for categorical variables. The Wilcoxon signedrank test was used to compare nonnormally distributed continuous data. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the difference (Δ) between 2 outcomes are provided using the Hodges-Lehmann procedure. 25, 26 The MARD of the Dexcom G4 analyzed in relation to venous and capillary reference glucose values as a continuous function of glucose levels was performed by fitting a second-order spline. Analyses were performed using SAS version 9.3 (SAS, Inc, Cary, NC).
Results
Patient Characteristics
Among 46 subjects enrolled, 41 met the criteria to be included in the current analysis, ITT population (ie, had at least 1 capillary and 1 venous glucose value taken simultaneously with a CGM value). Baseline characteristics of the cohort are shown in Table 1 . The mean age was 50.7 years, 65.9% (n = 27) were men, mean diabetes duration was 23.4 years and mean HbA1c was 7.6% (59.3 mmol/mol). There were 10 individuals (24.4%) who used continuous insulin infusion (CSII) for insulin delivery and 31 (75.6%) who used multiple daily insulin injections (MDI).
Relationship Between Venous and Capillary Glucose Levels
Capillary glucose levels in the cohort were significantly higher than venous glucose levels, with an overall mean difference of 0.83 mmol/l (15.0 mg/dl), P < .0001. The mean of all capillary glucose values was 8.98 mmol/l (SD 2.82 mmol/l), 161.6 mg/dl (SD 50.8 mg/dl) and the mean of venous glucose levels was 8.15 mmol/l (SD 2.58 mmol/l), 146.6 mg/dl (SD 46.4 mg/dl).
In Table 2 the mean and median of capillary and venous glucose levels along with their respective standard deviations and minimum and maximum values are shown for 3 different glucose ranges defined from venous samples. Capillary glucose levels were higher than venous glucose levels in all glycemic ranges, with a difference of 1.25 mmol/l (22.5 mg/dl) in the hypoglycemic range, defined as <4.0 mmol/l (72 mg/dl). The mean of venous and capillary samples in this glycemic range was 4.59 mmol/l (SD 1.01 mmol/l), 82.5 mg/dl (SD 18.2 mg/dl) versus 3.33 mmol/l (SD 0.52), 60.0 mg/dl (SD 9.3). The smallest difference was observed in the euglycemic range, defined as 4-10 mmol/l (72-180 mg/dl) with a difference of 0.67 mmol/l (12.0 mg/ dl), P < .0001. Figure 1 is a Bland-Altman plot of the difference between capillary and venous glucose levels for each individual observation, which also shows consistently higher capillary than venous glucose levels, especially in the hypoglycemic range.
Estimated MARD of CGM When Using Capillary and Venous Samples as the Reference
The primary outcome, MARD as a measure of the accuracy of the Dexcom G4, was significantly lower when capillary glucose samples were used as the reference as opposed to venous glucose samples: 11.69% (SD 6.80%) versus 13.66% (SD 6.70%) with an observed difference of In Figure 2 the absolute relative difference (ARD) of the Dexcom G4 using venous or capillary reference values is plotted for each individual observation. Figure 2 also shows MARD as a continuous function of capillary and venous glucose levels respectively, showing that MARD using capillary reference is lower than for venous reference over the entire glycemic range, with the difference most pronounced in the hypoglycemic range.
Correlation Coefficient
No significant difference existed in the correlation coefficient between capillary glucose and CGM values compared to venous glucose to CGM values, 0.84 and 0.85, respectively, P = .75. There were insufficient data available for each individual to estimate the correlation coefficient within various glycemic ranges.
Rate of change
CGM was calibrated at an average and stable glucose of 150.7 mg/dL, rate of change 0.06 mg/dL/min (Table 4 ). MARD as measure of the accuracy of Dexcom G4 was significantly lower when capillary glucose samples were used as the reference as opposed to venous glucose samples during decreasing glucose values (< 1 mg/dL/ min): 11.66% (SD 10.31%) versus 27.02% (SD 25.47) with an observed difference of 15.37 percentage units (SD 21.62%), Δ = 12.14 percentage units (95% CI, 2.67-23.52%), P = .0052. Table 5 contains mean and median values of the MARD when capillary and glucose values were used as references to determine the accuracy of the Dexcom G4, as well as their respective standard deviations and minimum and maximum values, observed differences, and point estimates of differences for various rates of change. Also average glucose is given for various rates of change.
Discussion
In the present study we evaluated the use of venous versus capillary glucose values as the reference in a capillary calibrated CGM system, we found a higher level of accuracy as estimated by MARD for capillary than venous reference glucose values. With capillary glucose values used as the reference, the Dexcom G4 CGM device showed a significantly lower MARD, 11.7%, compared to 13.7% when venous samples were used (difference: 1.97 percentage units). The correlation coefficient did not differ for capillary versus venous samples in relation to CGM values. The difference in MARD was most pronounced in the hypoglycemic range. Venous glucose levels were significantly lower than capillary glucose levels in all glycemic ranges. The overall difference between capillary and venous glucose was 0.83 mmol/l (15.0 mg/dl). The largest difference existed in the hypoglycemic range and was 1.25 mmol/l (22.5 mg/dl). Also during negative rate of change we found a higher level of accuracy estimated by MARD for capillary than venous reference glucose values. Irrespective whether the glucose concentrations was stable or rapidly fluctuating there was a difference in capillary and venous glucose concentrations.
Venous glucose values measured by YSI (YSI 2300 stat plus, Xylem Inc, Rye Brook, NY) has become the most commonly used reference method for CGM accuracy assessment studies. 13, 14, 19, 27 In most CGM performance studies, CGM [12] [13] [14] [15] 19 Other studies have used venous glucose values for calibration of CGM. 17, 18 In light of the unavailability of interstitial reference glucose values, use of venous glucose values for CGM calibration seems to be the most rational option, especially since glucose is then obtained from the same compartment for calibration and assessment of the CGM device. Nonetheless, it has been noted 17,18 that external validity of these data are limited since patients generally use capillary glucose for calibration in daily life and venous glucose content can differ significantly from capillary glucose. 12, 22, 27 Previous studies have described differences in measured accuracy of CGM devices when capillary or venous glucose was used as the reference, 16, 19 but it should be noted that venous and capillary samples were not taken simultaneously and were gathered in a different environments (at home versus CRC), and no consistent relationship was found. 16 MARD is generally used to estimate accuracy in studies evaluating CGM devices, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and thus was used as the primary outcome in the current study. It is possible that the consistently lower venous glucose levels found in all glycemic ranges explain the lower MARD found when capillary glucose levels were used as the reference. It is possible that entering a calibration value into the CGM system that differs from the value used as the reference could account for such a difference. Furthermore, this finding was supported by the fact that the correlation coefficient did not differ for capillary versus venous glucose concentrations in relation to CGM values, which is used to evaluate whether a consistent relationship exists between reference and CGM values. The large difference found in MARD (16.6% vs 31.8%) in the hypoglycemic range for capillary and venous values is likely to be, at least partly, due to 2 factors. First, capillary and venous samples differ to the largest extent in this glucose range. Second, MARD is a relative measure, which implies that a certain absolute difference in accuracy or variables that affect accuracy will have a greater impact in this glycemic range. The same rationale applies to the difference found in MARD between venous and capillary reference glucose in the case of ongoing decrease of glucose concentrations. The average glucose level is likely lower in this case than when the glucose concentration is stable or when increasing, consequently the difference found in glucose between capillary and venous glucose will likely more easily translate into a significant difference in accuracy expressed as MARD.
There are several implications of our findings. Although using venous glucose for calibration instead of capillary glucose might prevent inaccurate CGM accuracy assessment since then glucose is obtained from the same compartment for calibration and assessment of the CGM device, using capillary reference might still be more appropriate. First, because using venous calibration would limit the external validity of the data since it would differ from the procedure used in clinical practice. Second, because using venous samples for calibration limits CGM evaluation to in-clinic sessions while at home evaluation provides the opportunity to evaluate CGM accuracy over the entire life-time of a sensor during circumstances according to normal use. Thus using capillary glucose values in evaluations of CGM accuracy should be considered as an alternative to venous reference. Unfortunately this comes at a trade-off of longer sampling interval due to practical and ethical constraints. Consequently if venous samples are used as the reference and capillary values are used to calibrate, our results seem to suggest that it is essential to have capillary glucose values as a complement, at least in the hypoglycemic range. Moreover, as a complementary metric to MARD, MAD may be useful in the hypoglycemic range since it is not a relative measure to the low glucose concentration per se. One could also advise to use capillary values as reference when investigating capillary calibrated CGM accuracy in a setting with high rate of change. An earlier study 20 has found substantially higher MARD for rapidly changing glucose concentrations (<-3 mg/dL/min or ≥+3 mg/dL/min), and slightly higher MARD for slowly decreasing glucose concentrations (-1 to 0 mg/ dL/min) than for slowly increasing glucose concentrations (0 to 1 mg/dL/min).
To further evaluate CGM accuracy, it should also be noted that in healthy volunteers it has been shown that the difference between capillary and venous glucose levels was small in the fasting state but increased to a maximal difference 2 hours postprandially. 27 Although higher capillary than venous glucose levels have previously been reported, 2, 12, 21, 27 there are limited data in the hypoglycemic range. The fact that the capillary and venous glucose levels differed both at stable and fluctuating levels has also been reported in another study. 21 A strength of the present study is the sole use of HemoCue measurement system measuring both capillary and venous samples by means of the same method. The HemoCue glucose measurement system is the system on the market where each lot of reagents is calibrated using an absolute isotope-dilution mass spectrometry method which makes it a true measurement method for glucose concentrations. 23 Limitations of the present study is that since bias and imprecision may vary between laboratory methods for measuring glucose concentrations and our study used the HemoCue measurement system, the findings should be replicated in similarly designed studies using other laboratory methods for measuring glucose concentrations. Moreover, there were relatively few measurements of capillary and venous glucose levels within each studied glucose range, thus our results need to be confirmed in these ranges.
Conclusions
In conclusion, our findings support the assertion that it is essential to use the same type of sample, either venous or capillary, for calibration and reference purposes to assess the imprecision and bias of CGM devices, especially in the hypoglycemic range. Capillary glucose levels were significantly higher than venous in all glycemic ranges including hypoglycemia.
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